Spring Term Schedule of On-Line Courses  
March 9 – May 9, 2015
All students may enroll for classes offered on any of the Doane College campuses.

Grand Island Campus
Schedule of Undergraduate On-Line Courses
Unless a meeting is indicated, teacher will contact students first week of the term.

BUS 101-7 Understand Environment of Business - Worthington
Fulfills one Contemporary Issues requirement for all majors. Fulfills Undergraduate Core Global & Cultural Contexts requirement. Not required for Business majors.

CSA 104-7 Intro. to Presentation Software (1) - R. Hadfield
Prepares students to use electronic communication resources for presentations. The Undergraduate Core requires two (2) CSA prefixed courses. Please contact the instructor prior to 3/9/15 so that your packet & DVDs can be mailed to you the first week of the term – Instructions in syllabus.

CSA 201-7 Adv. Word Processing (2) - R. Hadfield
This course continues the development of advanced skills word processing. Learn how to use Word for MORE than just typing papers. The course begins where we left off in CSA 101 and it includes Word’s advanced skills and features such as: mail merge, table of contents, building an index, etc. The Undergraduate Core requires two (2) CSA prefixed courses. Prerequisite: CSA 101 or permission. Please contact the instructor prior to 3/9/15 so that your packet & DVDs can be mailed to you the first week of the term – Instructions in syllabus.

FAR 281-7 W-Intro to Fine Arts - Worthington
Fulfills one Doane Plan Aesthetic requirement. Fulfills Undergraduate Core Human Creativity requirement.

HSI 330-7/NRS 330-7 W-Health Care Info Systems - King
Required for the Health Sciences and RN-BSN majors.

SOC 288-7 Deviance (3) - Rathman
Required for Criminal Justice majors. Fulfills Doane Plan Psychology/Sociology requirement.

Schedule of Graduate On-Line Courses
BUS 603-7 Ethics and Social Responsibility – Worthington
Core requirement

Omaha Campus
Schedule of Undergraduate On-Line Courses
Unless a meeting is indicated, teacher will contact students first week of the term.

CSA 101-4 Intro to Word Processing (1) – Hadfield
Your course packet & DVDs will be mailed to you. Please contact the teacher prior to 03/09/15 and verify your home address so that your packet can be sent correctly the first week of the term. Competency required for Doane Plan. The Undergraduate Core requires two (2) CSA prefixed courses.

CSA 109-4 Info Retrieval Skills (1) – Hadfield
Your course packet & DVDs will be mailed to you. Please contact the teacher prior to 03/09/15 and verify your home address so that your packet can be sent correctly the first week of the term. Required for Business, ISM, Paralegal, Health Science, Liberal Arts Studies and RN-BSN majors. The Undergraduate Core requires two (2) CSA prefixed courses.

IDS 206-4 W-Introduction to Research - Paschall
Required for everyone except Paralegal Studies majors.

NRS 330-4 W-Health Care Information Systems – N. King
Required for RN to BSN majors.

PED 104-4 Lifetime Physical Fitness (1) - Higgins
Doane Plan and Undergraduate Core requirement

Lincoln Campus
Schedule of Undergraduate On-Line Courses
Unless a meeting is indicated, teacher will contact students first week of the term.

AST 103-1 Introductory Astronomy - Ehrman
Class meets one time - Tuesday, March 10th, 5:00-6:00pm
Fulfills one Doane Plan science requirement. Fulfills Undergraduate Core requirement for FAK in Scientific Perspective. This is NOT a lab science.

BUS 101-1 Understand the Environment of Business-Le Meets one time, Monday, March 9th, 5:00 - 6:00pm
This course fulfills one Contemporary Issues requirement in the Doane Plan. It also fulfills the Undergraduate Core requirement for a FAK in Global and Cultural Contexts.

BUS 242-1 W Management - Hadfield
Required for Accounting and Business majors. Fulfills one requirement for Org Communication majors.

BUS 365-1 W Ethics in a Business Environment–Hadfield
Required for Accounting, Business, and Communication majors. Fulfills one Liberal Learning requirement for everyone except Business majors.

BUS 410-1 Regulatory Compliance – Kostner
Required for Paralegal Studies majors. Fulfills one emphasis requirement for Business majors with emphasis in Management or General Business.

CMS 336-1 Applied Org Communication – Larson
Required for Communication majors. Fulfills one Doane Plan Liberal Learning requirement for everyone EXCEPT Communication majors.

CSA 101-1 Intro to Word Processing (1) – R. Hadfield
Class meets one time, Thursday, March 12th, 5:00-5:30pm
It is important for you to attend this short meeting anytime between 5:00 - 6:00 to pick up your packet or contact the teacher prior to the meeting to make other arrangements. Competency required for Doane Plan. The Undergraduate Core requires two (2) CSA prefixed courses.

CSA 104-1 Intro to Presentation Software (1) – R Hadfield
Class meets one time, Thursday, March 12th, 5:30-6:00pm.
It is important for you to attend this short meeting anytime between 5:00 - 6:00 to pick up your packet or contact the teacher prior to the meeting to make other arrangements. The Undergraduate Core requires two (2) CSA prefixed courses.

CSA 109-1 Information Retrieval Skills (1) – R. Hadfield
Class meets one time, Thursday, March 12th, 5:30-6:00pm.
It is important for you to attend this short meeting anytime between 5:00 - 6:00 to pick up your packet or contact the teacher prior to the meeting to make other arrangements. Required for Business, ISM, Paralegal, Health Science, Liberal Arts Studies and RN-BSN majors. The Undergraduate Core requires two (2) CSA prefixed courses.

CSA 201-1 Advanced Word Processing (2) – R. Hadfield
Class meets one time, Thursday, March 12th, 5:00-5:30pm.
It is important for you to attend this short meeting anytime between 5:00 - 6:00 to pick up your packet or contact the teacher prior to the meeting to make other arrangements. The Undergraduate Core requires two (2) CSA prefixed courses. Prerequisite: CSA 101

GEG 301-1 Social & Cultural Geography - King
Meets one time, Monday, March 9th, 5:00-5:30pm. Fulfills Doane Plan International/Multicultural requirement. Fulfills Undergraduate Core FAK requirement for Global & Cultural Contexts.

GRD 252-1 History of Graphic Design - Hadfield
Required for Graphic Design majors. Fulfills one Doane Plan Aesthetic Requirement.

HIS 106-1 History of Civilization II - Orsag
Fulfills Doane Plan History requirement – Fulfills Undergraduate Core requirement for a FAK in Global and Cultural Contexts.

HIS 205-1 History of US before 1877 - T. King
Meets one time, Monday, March 9th, 5:30-6pm. Fulfills Doane Plan History requirement. Fulfills Undergraduate Core FAK requirement for Community and Identity.

NRS 330-1 W-Health Care Information Systems – N. King
Required for RN to BSN majors.

PED 104-2 Lifetime Physical Fitness (1) - Higgins
Doane Plan requirement. Required for students completing the Undergraduate Core

PSY 259-1 Human Growth & Develop - Kastens
Fulfills Undergraduate Core requirement for FAK in Community and Identity.

Schedule of Graduate On-Line Courses
BUS 605-1 Management & Regulatory Law – B. Kostner
CORE requirement.

BUS 611-1 Innovation & Entrepreneurship - J. Hadfield
Serves as an elective for any emphasis.